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The concept of "computerized management" of plant intervention tasks was
developed by TRACTEBEL in 1983 for the Belgian power plants of ELECTRABEL.

A first implementation of this concept was made at that time for the Doel NPP
under the name POPIT (Programming Of Plant Intervention Tasks).
In 1988, it was decided to proceed to a functional upgrade of the application, using
advanced software and hardware techniques and products, and to realize a second
implementation in the Tihange NPP under the name ACM (Application
Consignation Maintenance).

What rings this concept consist of?

' The main objective of the "Computerized Management of Plant Intervention
• Tasks" is to help the staff of a nuclear or a conventional power plant or of any
] other complex industrial facility (chemical industries, refineries, and so on) in
i planning, organizing, and carrying out any (preventive or corrective) maintenance
;- task.
?

< Considering the complexity of the facilities and the measures necessary to assure
: operational and personnel safety, the required intervention tasks should be
: carried out by qualified personnel at the appropriate time, according to well
| defined procedures.

| Therefore, these intervention requests must follow a very precise course between
various departments, each of them achieving the part of work it is in charge of
(preparation, authorization, implementation, and finalizing of the
intervention).

Whether initiated by a work request issued by any agent having detected a
malfunction in the facility (corrective maintenance) or by a periodic test,
inspection, or maintenance procedure defined by the authorized departments

• (preventive maintenance), each intervention request will be sent to the
i departments in charge, which will describe the various tasks involved.

}•

I; If necessary, this intervention request will be countersigned by the health
physics and security department, which will take the protection measures
required for intervention tasks, in radioactive areas for instance.

The whole process will be monitored by the operation department of the plant,
which will grant the work permits after safety measures have been taken, which
are required for successful execution of the work (shut-down of the concerned part
of the facility and tagout of its various components).
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The tasks can then be carried out by the authorized departments, in safe and
efficient conditions.

After completion of the tasks, the intervention can be closed by the operation
department (removal of tags, requalification tests, restartup, etc.).

This "Computerized Management of Plant Intervention Tasks" is organized
around a data base of all plant components in the facility that might be subjected
to maintenance or tagout, and allows to manage, by means of an intelligent and
configurable "mail service", the course of the intervention requests as well as
various treatments of those requests, in a safe and efficient way, adapted to each
particular organization.

The 'Computerized Management of Plant Intervention Tasks" consists of a group
of interconnected functional modules acting on a unique and homogeneous data
base.

Two modules concern "stable entities": users on the one hand and equipment on the
other.

The other modules concern entities with "life cycles" (i.e. entities which are
"born" and which "die" to the rhythm of work in the facility), which formalize
the course and treatment of any "intervention", from its beginning to its closure:

- periodic procedure,
- work requests,
- intervention tasks,
- elementary tasks,
- work permits,
- tagout operations,
- requalifications.

The life cycle of these entities is represented and managed by hierarchizt*.
status (for instance : UNDER DRAFTING, CURRENT, ACHIEVABLE,
STANDBY, TERMINATED, CLOSURE) which reflects the state of approval or
achievement of the "intervention":

- the approval of a work request or the activation of a periodic procedure
generates an intervention;

- this intervention is divided into elementary tasks and subjected to tagout and
work clearance;

• once the intervention is over, the lockout is removed and, if need be,
requalification is carried out;

• finally, the intervention is synthesized in an intervention summary before its
closure (so that it can be referred to, later on, for analysis), resulting in the
closure of the initial work request or in the return to standby of the original
periodic procedure.
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To impove the quality and the efficiency of this process, the system delivers
forms and reports, customized to department needs, and allows quick and easy
retrieval of any information concerning current activities.

During tagout, the system automatically checks if no lockout position clashes
with another current tagout order and, if so, gives the operator the necessary
information to choose the appropriate solution.

Finally, the system can memorize "who did what", allowing an "electronic
signature", which considerably reduces the paperwork.

A short description of some modules is given below.

1. The "Uses" Module

The "User" module allows to select among personnel, those having access to the
"Computerized Management of Intervention Tasks".

Each of these users is related to one organizational entity of the company and is
assigned a "role" according to his/her specific responsibilities within the
organization.

This set of characteristics (connections, roles), allows to define for each user
which operations he/she will be authorized to carry out, within the
application.

; 2. The "Equipment" Module
: The "Equipment" module includes ail the facility components which might be
I subjectedto:

«, - either a maintenance task,
' - or a tagout (i.e. padlocking in a special safety position for the intervention).

k
':' "Component" is to be understood in the broad sense of the term. It may refer to
, equipment in the fluid system (for instance a pump, a valve, a tank, a compressor,
\ a motor, and so on), to equipment or elements in an electric system (a transformer,
?, an inverter, a battery, a cabinet, a circuit breaker, etc.), as well as to equipment in
j! an instrumentation and control system (a recorder, an electronic card, a control
• : channel, etc.).
U

The "Equipment" data base allows to distinguish between "functional aspect"
(role played by the component in a system of the facility) and "physical aspect"
(component itself of a particular brand and type). With each of these aspects the
corresponding characteristics arc associated:
- functional: required characteristics and localization,
- physical : installed characteristics and "dimensional" characteristics.



This distinction is important, as: -

a "functional role" can be played successively by various "components" of
different brands and different types (but aH complying with required
characteristics)
a particular "component" can play various "functional roles" for which the
same characteristics are required,

and this all along the history of the facility, in particular for repairs or
maintenance requiring removal of a component.

When you remove a component from the functional role it was playing, the
"Equipment" module maintains for both entities their associated characteristics
and keeps track of past association (history management).

fn addition to information strictly necessary to intervention management and
follow-up (functional and physical marks, localization, identification of
technical specifications, lockout status, etc.), the "Equipment" module allows
dynamic and flexible input of all the characteristics desired for component
maintenance (i.e.: sizes, type of materials, type cf seals, torque required,...).

Therefore this system is an important part of the "Configuration Management
System" of the plant.

3. The "Periodic Procedures" Module

This "Periodic Procedures" Module is used to manage "preventive maintenance"

It consists of a register of all periodic test, inspection or maintenance procedures
(with their characteristics), and offers all functionalities necessary to activate
the implementation of these procedures :

- according to the type of periodicity (should the procedure be implemented
every six months, every 3,000 hours of operation, or during each yearly
overhaul of the facility ?)
according to the previous implementation deadline and the time interval
entered in the data base.

4. Other modules

The other modules, which arc modules of the entities with life cycle, have the
same functionalities, i.e. those allowing the evolution of the entity (intervention
task, work permit, lockout, etc) as it progresses through the various
departments.

This evolution of classical entities, as well as of their corresponding status, is
configurable and can be adapted to the company organization.
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How can this product be adapted to a particular need?

Providing that the general philosophy and concepts of the "Computerized
Management of Intervention Tasks" be respected and thanks to the modular
design of this system, almost anything can be adapted or modified according to
requirements specific to the facility :

- access permit philosophy
- grouping of physical and functional equipment
- number and type of entities with life cycle
- status and different evolution phases of entities
- grouping in modules
- man-machine interface
- etc.

The "Computerized management of plant intervention tasks" considerably
improves safety and efficiency of maintenance works in the plant.

Its versability and the use of advanced software engineering techniques allow a
cost effective implementation, minimizing the impact on existing organization
and procedures.
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